
 
 

 
 

 
Armstrong’s WoodHaven Adds Classic Touch to Mid-Century Modern Kitchen 
on TBS’ Movie & A Makeover 

   Armstrong’s WoodHaven laminate ceiling planks took center stage on a  recent episode of TBS’ Movie 
& a Makeover. The mid-century modern kitchen makeover was revealed during the network’s showing 

of the   movie Sister Act on Saturday, May 23, 2009.  Armstrong provided WoodHaven planks in Classic 
White to enhance the architectural interest of a kitchen space in desperate need of updating. Movie & a Makeover design experts Tonya 

M. Williams and Brian Patrick Flynn chose mid-century modern elements for the lighting, furniture and wall covering, but wanted to mix in 
classic architectural details as well, specifically on the fifth wall. Williams and Flynn requested WoodHaven for this particular ceiling 

treatment because they felt that the product’s clean lines juxtaposed well with just about any style. Their choice of a Classic White finish 
was a matter of both aesthetics and function since the soft color of the planks helped reflect light around what once was a dark space.   

For more information on the WoodHaven ceiling planks used in this makeover and to explore other products in the Armstrong Residential 
Ceilings line, click here.  

Featured Designer  

Tonya M. Williams has the Midas touch for turning her dreams and aspirations into reality. As an 
Atlanta Realtor for almost a decade, she uses her golden touch as the owner of staging and décor firm 

Williams Realty & Consulting, transforming challenging spaces into her client’s personal oasis by 
assisting clients with home décor to create comfortable and enchanting living spaces. 

 
In addition to being a nationally recognized top-producing Realtor, Williams’ is also Home & Garden 

Television’s (HGTV) Real Estate expert on “Designed to Sell”--Atlanta edition. As the Real Estate 
expert, she provides expert advice to homeowners on fixing-up and renovating a home on a budget in 
order to get a maximum sales price. Williams has also been featured in segments for CBS46 “Better 

Mornings” on ‘How to Decorate your Home on a Budget’ and appeared as the Host & co-designer for a 
kitchen makeover on TBS’ Movie & A Makeover 

For more information on the WoodHaven ceiling planks used in this makeover and to explore other 
products in the Armstrong Residential Ceilings line, click here.  
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